				   Hayden Mission
					  9908.18

NPC's

EO_Scotti---Karri
EO_Rdaen---Joseph


Prolog: Most of the Hayden's systems are back on line to varying degrees. Impulse power has been restored to the Engineering section, however, warp drive is irreparably damaged. The saucer section has no propulsion. Life support is stable, the hull breaches have been repaired. Communications are functional. A tow ship has been dispatched by SF to take the Hayden to dry dock at Earth Station McKinley.

              <<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
::begins to stir::

CMOLinard says:
::sees Young stirring and goes to check on him::

OPS_Letty says:
::still sleeping::

TO_Cutter says:
::in sickbay after dropping off injured settlers::

EO_Scotti says:
::In engineering with the warp drive in pieces::

CO_Wendy says:
::sitting in big chair::

CNS_Tyler says:
::still in sickbay tending to some of the settlers::

CO_Wendy says:
::notices the arrival of the new FCO::

FC_Triton says:
::at the helm, bored because the Hayden is going to be towed...a little annoyed at the indignity of it::

MO_Morgan says:
::in sickbay::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
:: helping EO Scotti in engineering::

EO_Young says:
::tries to open his eyes, but his head is spinning::

CMOLinard says:
::makes a few adjustments at EO's console::

CNS_Tyler says:
::stretches.. then looks around at the victims::

TO_Cutter says:
::sees Morgan and walks over::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches CMO out of corner of eye, and keeps working:::

CO_Wendy says:
Triton: Our new FCO has arrived, so it's time for you to assume your duties as our new CSO ...

EO_Scotti says:
::looks at Rdaen::  EO R:  I don't know about you, but... do you like puzzles?

CNS_Tyler says:
TO:  Are there any more wounded among the settlers?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO_S: Occasionally, have one?

CMOLinard says:
EO: Ensign?....Can you hear me?

FCO_Trnbl says:
::strides out onto bridge:: CO:  Ensign S'Toran Turnbull reporting for duty, Sir.  ::salutes::

MO_Morgan says:
::too busy to notice Cutter until he's beside her::

TO_Cutter says:
::looking over Morgan's shoulder::  MO: Been a tough day?

EO_Scotti says:
::waves her hand at the warp drive lying around them::  EO_R:  yep...

FC_Triton says:
CO: Sir, I wasn't aware my request had been approved...expecially after the SB69 incident.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Incomming priority one transmission for CO Wendyway

EO_Young says:
Linard:  ::whispers::  I can hear you.

MO_Morgan says:
::turns slightly and smiles:: TO: A bit

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: EO: Good....you're doing wonderful...how do you feel?...any pain?

CO_Wendy says:
Turnbull: Welcome aboard...

EO_Rdaen_ says:
::looks around at the warp drive:: EO S: By the way the injectors are completely fused shut.

MO_Morgan says:
TO: You missed it... I was wondering if it was possible to punch out an EMH

CNS_Tyler says:
::shrugs and turns back to her work::

EO_Young says:
Linard:  ::whispers::  not much pain....  dizzy though...  my eyes feel warm too.

CO_Wendy says:
Triton: Yes, your transfer has been approved. Congratulations. I hope you will do ... um...as well at science as you've done as FCO

FCO_Trnbl says:
 CO: Thank you, Sir.  ::offers Vulcan salute::

EO_Scotti says:
::sighs::  EO_R:  Did you have to say that?  Well, lets begin making a repair list, you start at that end, and I will start at this one.

CO_Wendy says:
::salutes back:: Turnbull: Take your position as FCO

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: EO: There's still a little swelling....they'll feel dry for a day or so....do you want something to clear your head?

FC_Triton says:
::answers hail: CO: Sir, incoming transmission.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO_S: Yes ma'am.::walks to the other end of engineering to make a list::

EO_Young says:
Linard:  ::whispers:: ...if you wouldn't mind.

FC_Triton says:
CO: Priority one!

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::strides to Navs Console and sits down::

OPS_Letty says:
::wakes up, realizes the the time and rushes to the bridge::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: EO: Not at all......::goes to get a hypo::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::logs in to console::

CO_Wendy says:
Triton: I'll take it in my RR

EO_Scotti says:
::begins making her list wondering when the new chief will come.  A nice mess for him to put together::

CO_Wendy says:
::stands and goes to RR::

TO-Cutter says:
::smiles at Morgan::  Tough to punch them out, but they turn off real well.

CO_Wendy says:
::sits at desk and activates screen::

Host AGM_John says:
As the picture pops to life on the screen Klord is peering intently at CO Wendyway as if looking for any visual changes. Seeing none he sighs and visually scans the readouts at the console in front of him. ::shaking his head:: CO: Brina...... ::Pauses and straightens his shoulders and starts again::

MO_Morgan says:
::wry grin:: TO: I know... but it was a nice thought.

FC_Triton says:
CO: Aye sir... ::transfers call to Captains Ready Room

FCO_Trnbl says:
FC:  Nice to meet you, sir.

Host AGM_John says:
CO: Captain Wendyway, A Starfleet Captain's ship and crew directly reflects the personality and discipline of its commanding officer. ::glances again at the readouts before him:: I see that yours is no exception.

OPS_Letty says:
::arrives on the and praying he won't get a court martial moves to his seat::

CO_Wendy says:
::braces herself::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
:: busily tapping his PADD thinking this is going to be a big list::

CO_Wendy says:
::wonders when the other shoe is going to drop::

FC_Triton says:
::stands and takes big chair:: FCO: try to keep her in better shape then i did

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Um ... thank you?

CNS_Tyler says:
::hands a nurse the medical tricorder she's holding and walks over to the CMO:: CMO:  Is there anything else I can help with?

TO-Cutter says:
MO:  You know, I've been thinking we should get to know each other better, two junior Ensigns and all.  ::tries not to look scared to death::

OPS_Letty says:
::sits down, glad no one noticed he was missing::

MO_Morgan says:
::nudges Cutter aside as she moves to other side of patient::

FCO_Trnbl says:
FC:  I shall endeavour to try sir.  May I offer best wishes in your new position?

MO_Morgan says:
TO: Mmmhmm...

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Oh, you mean the fact that I'm pregnant and my ship is in two pieces? ::decides to take the bull by the horns::

CMOLinard says:
::injects a hypo into EO's neck:: EO: there...let me know if you need anything else.

MO_Morgan says:
::glances up:: TO: sorry... was only partially paying attention...

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  I don't know if there is enough data space in my padd for this list.  Is yours coming up as bad as mine?

TO-Cutter says:
MO:  Is that a Mmmmhmm Good idea Jason?.. or Mmmmhmm what a jerk?

FC_Triton says:
OPS: Mr. Letty the next time i have to answer a communique because you over slept...::smiles:: lets just say you hope there is no next itme.

CNS_Tyler says:
::rubs the back of her neck::

EO_Young says:
Linard:  ::whispers::  When can I get back to engineering?

OPS_Letty says:
FC: Me too....::gulps::

FC_Triton says:
FCO: Thank you, ensign and all the best luck to you as well.

Host AGM_John says:
::frowns:: CO: I have seen no mention of the Farmaid in your reports. That ship represents a considerable investment by Starfleet and its loss is not to be ignored. What is its condition and position?

CMOLinard says:
CNS: No thanks ......you can go now if you wish.....thank you so much for all your help...you've been invaluable.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Yes, this is quickly adding up to major refit time::sighs::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::runs diagnostics and examines status of Flight board::

TO-Cutter says:
::smiles::  MO:  Let me try again Rhi... I though maybe we could get together off duty.  You know, try that friendship thing?

CMOLinard says:
EO: We'll give it another hour or so and see how you feel.......

FC_Triton says:
OPs: Good, coordinate with engineering let's see if we can tractor them and have them pull us at impulse speed.

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: It's in one piece ... which is more than I can say for the Hayden ::small smile:: We'll tow it along with the Hayden

MO_Morgan says:
::startles at being called Rhi, then processes rest of conversation::

Host AGM_John says:
CO: We?

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO:  My... That's what I'm here for.  If anything comes up, contact me.  ::slowly walks out of sickbay::

Host AGM_John says:
CO: Captain Wendyway, the Federation tow ship that was routed to your co-ordinates has been rerouted. You will have to make your way to the space dock at Earth Station McKinley on your own.

OPS_Letty says:
FCO: Ok, let's go.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Well think of it this way.  We get more R&R?  Wait a minute... Engineers don't get much R&R during refits ::sighs::

MO_Morgan says:
TO: I think I'd like that. ::smiles:: You can never have too many friends... especially when an ensign

EO_Young says:
Linard: ::sighs::  Is there anything I can do? ...instead of just sit here.....?

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Acknowledged ... don't expect to see me for awhile, then.

EO_Young says:
:::opens his eyes and winces slightly::  Not too bad I suppose.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Well at least the matter/antimatter injectors are still in one piece::smiles::

Host AGM_John says:
Based on your ships condition you should be able to make it in a little under a month. Perhaps you could use this time to consider your options.

CMOLinard says:
EO: I'm afraid not....rest is very important right now

TO-Cutter says:
::acts casual while dancing inside::  MO:  Great! Um... you ever been to a baseball game?

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Options?

CNS_Tyler says:
::makes her way to her quarters, and begins filling out the necessary reports::

Host AGM_John says:
CO: Options for your career

EO_Young says:
Linard:  Can I sit up?  ::tries to sit up anyways::

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: And what do you think are the options I should consider?

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  I don't suppose we have enough parts to get this baby going a tad faster.  This is going to be a long way home.

CMOLinard says:
::helps him sit up...grins:: EO: I don't know....can you?

MO_Morgan says:
::tries not laugh:: TO: Never been to one... unless the feeble attempts at the game my brother and I used to make.

Host AGM_John says:
CO: You are supposed to be a big girl. You will have to decide what those are yourself...

EO_Young says:
Linard:  I feel okay.... sorta....  head still feels like it's packed with cotton though.

EO_Young says:
::sits up::

TO-Cutter says:
::smile broadens::  How 'bout when they get the holodecks back on line, we go to a 20th century game... outdoors, hotdogs, baseball... whatcha think?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Not even close::sighs::

Host AGM_John says:
Suddenly Klord's shoulders sag and a look of hopeless pain covers his face. CO: Oh, Brina. I do have some news of a personal nature that you will want to know. ::takes a deep breath and plunges on:: My wife, Kendall, has died.

MO_Morgan says:
TO: I think it sounds like a plan

CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Just wondering if you wanted to get an oar in ... You always have in the past ... I appreciate your finally acknowledging that I'm a big girl.

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles and that catches a glimpse of Young sitting up and frowns slightly::

CNS_Tyler says:
::starts to yawn...  goes to the replicator for another cup of coffee::

CMOLinard says:
::refrains from making any unneccessary remarks:: EO: You'll feel like that for a while. Can I get one of my nurses to get you something to eat or drink?

CO_Wendy says:
::leans forward her face concerned:: Klord: I'm so sorry ... I know how close you two were ... how did it happen?

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  What if we put enough together for a shuttle and head off to Risa for a nice long vacation ::adds a few more items to her list::

TO-Cutter says:
MO:  Great!  ::glances over and sees the EO sitting up::  MO: He must be doing better!

Host AGM_John says:
::a rather embarrased look crosses his face:: We were engaged in an act of passion and she had an accident::eyes blaze for a moment:: <quietly> It was glorious... ::Snaps himself out of it:: Enough of that. I'll see you in about 4 weeks. Klord out!

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: No arguements there::looks closer at the injectors::

EO_Young says:
Linard:  Maybe a shirley temple....  that sounds good....  ::looks at her and then around Sickbay::  what happened?  ::face pales::

OPS_Letty says:
*EO_Rdaen_:  I need to know the coordinates for to attach the tractor beam.*

TO-Cutter says:
::walks over to EO's bed::  EO:  How you feeling?

MO_Morgan says:
:::still watching EO:: TO: I guess he must be...

CO_Wendy says:
::leans back trying to take in what Klord has said::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
::looks over to EO S:: EO S: Tractor beam?

CMOLinard says:
EO: Well, the ship is sort of in two pieces...and we've had quite the number of casualties......it's calm now compared to what it's been.

CSOTriton says:
::winces in pain as he tries to take a deep breath::

EO_Young says:
::has never seen this Ensign Cutter before::  Fine....  Ensign...?

CNS_Tyler says:
::finishes the report, and leaves her quarters::

EO_Young says:
::looks back at Linard and shoulders slump::  Everything I did....  for nothing?  ::feels ill::

CSOTriton says:
::looks at Farmaid schamtics::

MO_Morgan says:
::goes back to work, glancing across the room every so often::

CMOLinard says:
::waves to Nurse Abbott and whispers:: Abbott: Get him a drink of water

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks slowly down the corridor toward the TL, enters:: TL:  Bridge

EO_Scotti says:
OPS:  What is it that you need?

TO-Cutter says:
::EO:: Cutter, Jason Cutter.  I'm the TO.  Was on the bridge when you performed your miracle.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  Sir, how powerful are the Fairmaid's tractor beams?

CMOLinard says:
EO: I wouldn't say that

EO_Young says:
::looks around the room once or twice to be sure...  then he sees her....  it relieves him ... ::

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Alright ensign, I need you to figure out a way to get the freighter the Farmaid moving...I think you can slave its controls to a shuttle and run it remotely. See if you can come up with something...

CO_Wendy says:
::activates computer and sends Klord a warrior-o-gram ... the Klingon equivilent of flowers::

CMOLinard says:
::sees EO looking at MO::

MO_Morgan says:
::catches Young looking at her and smiles at him::

CO_Wendy says:
::heads back to bridge::

EO_Young says:
::gets off the biobed, steadies himself::  Cutter...  no miracle... looks like it was for nothing.

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge and looks around::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Excuse me ensign, are you busy?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: I don't think the hull is going to be able to take the stress.

EO_Young says:
::keeps looking at Morgan::

CO_Wendy says:
Triton: Report

OPS_Letty says:
*Scotti*:  I'm supposed to coodinate with Rdaen so I can attach a tractor beam to your section on parts that won't collapse.

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Not really.  Do you need some help?

CSOTriton says:
::stands as CNS and CO enter bridge:: all: Captain on deck!

CO_Wendy says:
All: As you were

EO_Scotti says:
*OPS*:Ahhhh... hold on.  Let see what we can do here.

TO-Cutter says:
EO:  You might be wrong about that warpboy.  We're still here.  ::walks over to see how settlers are doing::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
:: Goes to a console to find a secure point::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Yes actually, I have some paper work I have to catch up on...Ens. Young seems a little better..Can you tend to him for a while and keep him from getting too bored...? ::grins::

CSOTriton says:
CO: Sir we are trying to get the saucer locked to the engineering hull.  It has impulse power and can pull both sections.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Well, there are major grids that we might use if we reinforce them  ::frowns::

OPS_Letty says:
::prepares to recieve the coordinates to attach the tractor beam::

EO_Young says:
::grins... not at being called warpboy....  but at hearing I've got my own nurse::

MO_Morgan says:
::tries not to smile at CMO's manouverings::: CMO: Yes ma'am... I can do that

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head and walks towards Young::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at the EO then at the MO:: MO: Great...thanks

EO_Young says:
Morgan:  I see you're in one piece.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Here's a section that looks secure.

EO_Young says:
::blinks a few times to shake the cobwebs::

MO_Morgan says:
Young: yeah well... I didn't decide to fry myself with radiation, either.

CMOLinard says:
::enters her lab and brings up the crew's medical files and begins to update them::

CNS_Tyler says:
::takes her chair on the bridge and listens to the reports::

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO: Sir, I have an idea.  We could use Fairmaid's tractor beam to reinforce the Sturctural integrety Field between the two sections, then we could use our impulse engines.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  And I have one here...  lets set up some form of reinforcement in these areas  ::and pray she mumbles::

MO_Morgan says:
::sees him struggling a bit:: Young: You ok? Anything I can do for you?

EO_Young says:
Morgan:  I'll be fine...  care to walk?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Yes ma'am.

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Thats good but we still have to get control of the Farmaid...I think a shuttle is safer than a beam over. Could you handle it?

MO_Morgan says:
::frowns slightly:: Young: You sure you're up to it?

CMOLinard says:
::enters the casualties of the three crew and notices their families have been contacted::

EO_Young says:
::smiles as best as he can::  Aye aye doc.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  Aye, sir, I think so.

MO_Morgan says:
Young: You know, we really have to curb these heroic tendancies of yours. First you punch out that EO and now this..

CNS_Tyler says:
CO/CSO: Is the Farmaid's tractor beams strong enough to allow it to tow the Hayden?

EO_Young says:
Morgan:  I promise I'll stop... ::smiles and begins to walk out of sickbay with Morgan::

MO_Morgan says:
::still not sure, but decides that he'll let her know if he's had enough::

CMOLinard says:
::notices the EO getting up out of his biobed::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Where shall we start?

MO_Morgan says:
Young: I'll hold you to that promise.

TO-Cutter says:
::watchs Morgan walk out with Young::

MO_Morgan says:
::walks alongside Young::

CSOTriton says:
CO/CNS: the Farmaid's tractors are low grade they probably couldn't do it..but I;m not an engineer

EO_Young says:
::walks down the corridor of deck 5::  Morgan:  I need to check on a status report....  just to see what's going on with 'our half' of the ship....  it's a miracle we aren't all dead.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Well I have this section if you will shore up yours there....  ::climbs over some wires::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Let's try adding the Farmaid's engines to ours

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods at the CSO::

MO_Morgan says:
Young: I don't know what good that'll do you.  You're not gonna go back to work so soon, so why get upset about what you can't change?

CSOTriton says:
CO: Sir, we can tractor our selves to engineering and it will pull boths halves (slowly) then we can have the FCO take a shuttle slave the Farmaid to the shuttles controls and have it follow us...

EO_Young says:
::ends up at a Jefferies tube hatch... opens it and motions Morgan inside::  It'll help calm my nerves...  there are just some things I need to know.

CSOTriton says:
CO: Adding the engines to ours?  How do you mean?

MO_Morgan says:
Young: And I believe the miracle was yours, if I've heard correctly.  What possessed you to to do that?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
$:: starts to reinforce the section::

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  Sir, it's really our best option.

MO_Morgan says:
::enters the jefferies tube:: Young: Fine... but just for a second.  I am still the doctor Mister. ::acts stern::

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  What I would give right now for an old fashion hydrolics...  ::ducks behind one of the consoles::

CNS_Tyler says:
::listens the the ideas being mentioned::

CO_Wendy says:
If we tractor the shuttle to engineering and the Farmaid, we can be towed by the combined efforts of engineering and the Farmaid.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::wonders where he has seen the CNS before::

CSOTriton says:
CO: Could a shuttle handle that type of strain?

EO_Young says:
::follows into the Jefferies tube after Morgan... closes the hatch behind him::  It's just down here... about 50 meters...  what possessed me....  well... it was the only solution I could think of.

CMOLinard says:
::suddenly sees that a new crewman has come aboard::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Me too::laughs to himself::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Work on a way of tractoring both engineering and the Farmaid

CSOTriton says:
::holds side cautiously and heads for Science station::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: You've had some good ideas, but we need the combined engine power if we're to get anywhere.

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head:: Young: The only thing you could think of was to turn yourself into a crispy critter?

CMOLinard says:
::accesses his files:: Self: Oh my gosh, I don't believe it.

CNS_Tyler says:
::notices the new FCO glancing her way and smiles::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Work with the CSO to tractor engineering and the Farmaid

MO_Morgan says:
Young: if you say so...

EO_Scotti says:
::grabs a spanner on the ground and frowns:: EO R:  A nice long bath... with bubbles... no... a hot spa...

TO-Cutter says:
*CSO*  Cutter to Triton

EO_Young says:
::continues to crawl::  A crispy critter? ::laughs and winces::  okay...  right here...  ::opens up the side of the Jefferies tube and looks at a minature console::

CSOTriton says:
CO: yes sir...

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO/CSO: The shuttle itself need not suffer the strain, sirs.  We can use magnetic clamps to hold it to the Fairmaid, and slave the controls.  Then we could combine the engine thrust ratios of the two larger ships.

CSOTriton says:
::looks at FCO::

TO-Cutter says:
*CSO* I'm stuck on the wrong half of the ship.  Would you active the shuttle transporters and beam me to the bridge?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: And a tall glass a Romulan Ale:: Smiles as he works::

MO_Morgan says:
Young: Ok, bad pun.  Find what you're looking for?

EO_Young says:
::looks at the console... and then stops...  looks at Morgan::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Slave the Farmaids controls to your station ... you're going to be flying it ... you'll have to coordinate with the engineering section

CSOTriton says:
*TO*: Cutter you should ask OPS for transport.

CNS_Tyler says:
CO:  That idea sounds like it could work.  It's worth investigating.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO: Aye, sir.

TO-Cutter says:
*CSO* Right

TO-Cutter says:
*OPS*  Ops, can you get me beamed to the bridge?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Well, that about does it.

CSOTriton says:
CO: Sir, the FCO gave me an idea....

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  I don't know what they have planned on the bridge, but I think we are set here... you bring the Romulan Ale... I'll reserve the hot tub.  Go ahead and inform OPS.

EO_Young says:
Morgan:  You don't know how glad I am to know that you're okay.   ::smiles and quickly kisses her cheek::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Go ahead...

EO_Young says:
::looks back the console...   pushes a few buttons::

MO_Morgan says:
:: blushes slightly::  Young: Well, I'm glad you're ok too, or at least gonna be.  You scared the heck out of me.

CMOLinard says:
::wonders where her patient is with her MO::

EO_Rdaen_ says:
*OPS*: Okay were all set here, semding coordinates now::punches up coordinates and sends to OPS::

EO_Young says:
::rambles on::  you know....  I'm sure...  a nice looking girl like you already has a suitor....  ::sighs::  just say the word, and I'll back off.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::taps in Fairmaid's command codes to slave her controls to the helm::

MO_Morgan says:
::shivers slightly:: Young: Can we get out of here  now?  I really hate small spaces... especially on a broken ship.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::thinks:  I know I've seen that CNS before...where?::

EO_Young says:
::pushes a few more buttons::  we're cut off at deck 8....  ::sighs::  let's go...

CSOTriton says:
CO: If we polarize our shields and the Farmaid's shields so that they attract each other...we can effectively "weld" our shields together...then we can use the combined tractor beams of the saucer and the Farmaid to get a tight lock on the engineering section.  We should then be able to use both sets of engines.

CNS_Tyler says:
::listens to the CSO, barely hearing what is said, thinking about scheduling appointments::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles:: Young: A suitor? Not since my last ship... ::stops smiling::

CSOTriton says:
::beams TO over mumbling about teaching OPs a lesson::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Make it so.

EO_Young says:
::starts going... then stops::  uh...  ::puzzled::  Since your last ship?.. if you are already involved with someone....

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: I heard Risa is a nice place.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Contols slaved to ours sir, ready for alignment of ships at your command.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Coordinate your efforts with the CSO

TO-Cutter says:
::materializes on the bridge::

MO_Morgan says:
Young: I wouldn't call it involved exactly.  ::sighs:: I don't know what we are.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Never been there myself.  Now... what is the bridge up to?

CSOTriton says:
CO: further more...we could *maybe* use engineerings power to reinforce all of our shields and have the Farmaid take us into warp. Perhaps as high as Warp 2.

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at the newest officer again and makes an entry in her padd::

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye Sir.  ::links to SCI console for data exchange::

EO_Scotti says:
*OPS*:  Did you get the coordinates and would you mind relaying to us what you guys are cooking up there?

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Ah... glad you could join us ...

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: I sent them the coordinates but no reply.

EO_Young says:
::blinks:: okay....   ::starts heading down the Jefferies tube again::  well....  okay....   ::doesn't quite know what to say::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Even better ... good idea

CSOTriton says:
*EO*: stand by Rdaen

TO-Cutter says:
:: walks over to the Tac panel to see what if anything works::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Use anyone you need to make it so.

MO_Morgan says:
::sighs:: Self: Decisive much, Morgan

CSOTriton says:
FCO: I need you working on a flight path remember to compensate for the extra mass.

EO_Young says:
::exits the Jefferies tubes and stumbles a bit... catches self and sighs::  I'll be okay...

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  What are the status of the Fairmaid's warp engines?

EO_Rdaen_ says:
*CSO*: Standing by.

MO_Morgan says:
::frowns slightly:: Young: I think we need to get you back to sickbay...

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:   Calculating, sir.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Great, I hope communication isn't down.  Let me go check...  ::heads over to the comm panel::

CSOTriton says:
*EORdaen*: Get ready. I need you to figure out a way to reinforce our shields, your shields and the Farmaid's all with only your available power we will be using the Farmaid's engines for warp.

EO_Young says:
::looks at Morgan::  No....  I had better get to the bridge...  I'm not that hurt...  I need to get my mind on work for once.  ::starts to head off::

MO_Morgan says:
Young: Just 'cause my personal life is a mess doesn't mean we're gonna stop hanging out does it?

CSOTriton says:
TO: Please supervise Flight Control and Engineering make sure their numbers are in sync.

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head:: Young: Sorry, but not gonna happen.  I'm not sending you back until the CMO says its ok...

EO_Young says:
::stops and smiles::  Morgan:  Not at all....  Your place or my place?  ::smiles::  I promise... just like last time... dinner only.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
::looks at Scotti::*CSO*: Will do.

EO_Scotti says:
::looks at Rdean::  EO R:  Oh is that all they want up there?  Sure, no prob.. ::sarcastically::

TO-Cutter says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at her notes and remembers one of the settlers in sickbay had asked to talk to her:: CO:  If you'll excuse me, sir.  One of the settlers had asked to speak with me.

CO_Wendy TO: See what you can do to improve the status of our weapons (Tac.wav)

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: Any ideas?

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  If we add the masses of the ships, it isn't enough.  Einstein's relativity holds an exponential increase as we approach C.  We need to account for roughly 40.346 times our sublight mass.

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  Yea, one..

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles with relief:: Young: Glad to hear it.  Um... do either of us still have quarters anymore? I mean... the ship is kinda in pieces...

CSOTriton says:
Now me:: Begins calculating polarity shifts for the saucer section and the Farmaid.  Can't be so strong that they crush each other and can't be too weak::

TO-Cutter says:
CO:  Weapons are only at 15%, but shields are at 95%.

EO_Scotti says:
*CMO*:  Is Young up and running around yet?

MO_Morgan says:
::heads towards sickbay:: Young: Come on.  I'm serious, you don't get to go back to work until the CMO ok's it.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
:: at a console trying to reinforce the shields::

CMOLinard says:
*EO_S*: I saw him leave for a little walk with Dr. Morgan...but I haven't officially released him yet.

TO-Cutter says:
::begins diagnostic on weapons system and punchs up the FCO's panel to review settings::

CNS_Tyler says:
::stands and walks toward the TL, casting a glance back at the new FCO, something seems familiar::  TL: Sickbay.

EO_Young says:
Morgan:  Well that could be a problem....  I haven't been there yet....     How about you let me go to the bridge?  ::starts heading down PAST sickbay::

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Shields good ... weapons bad ... see what you can do ::smiles::

EO_Scotti says:
*CMO*:  Thanks doc as long as he is up.

OPS_Letty says:
::still waiting for the coordinates::

MO_Morgan says:
::stops him:: Young: Not so fast.  Sickbay. Now.

CSOTriton says:
::starts running simulations based on completed magnetic specs::

CMOLinard says:
*EO_S* He's trying...Linard out

EO_Scotti says:
*EO Young*:  You busy?  We could use your brain down here.

TO-Cutter says:
::smiles:: CO:  Well maam, right now by best tactical recommendation would be to duck.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  We could also use the shields to create a static Structural Integrety field.  That would further reinforce our hulls.

MO_Morgan says:
::hears comm:: Young: Sickbay.

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits TL and enters SB, walking directly to  Misty's bedside:: Misty:  You wanted to talk to me?

CO_Wendy says:
TO: I'd rather not be divided into any more pieces

EO_Young says:
*Scotti* I'm being forced back to Sickbay for the time being.  I'm sorry.

CSOTriton says:
TO: Coordinate with the FCO...he has a good idea about the shields.

EO_Young says:
::enters sickbay with a disconcerted expression on his face::

TO-Cutter says:
CO:  Yes maam.  I'm running diagnostics on the weapon system now.

CO_Wendy says:
::watches her crew in action::

MO_Morgan says:
::follows behind Young, smiling slightly at his posture::

CSOTriton says:
*CMO*: Kathleen, how is Young doing?

FCO_Trnbl says:
::sends data to TO's console::

CO_Wendy says:
::notices that the new FCO is Vulcan ... yet he doesn't seem like a typical Vulcan...::

TO-Cutter says:
::nods to the CSO:: FCO: What do you have going with the shields?

CNS_Tyler says:
<Misty> CNS:  Yes, you were so nice to Shandra, I thought.. maybe.

CSOTriton says:
::finishes up simulations confident that his polarity trick will work::

EO_Scotti says:
*Young*:  That's OK, I just want to pick your brain.  Do you have any ideas on reinforcing the sheilds to cover both sections and the Farmaid?

OPS_Letty says:
::taps in the coodinates for the tractor beam, and hoping that the ship doesn't fall apart, fires the tractor beam::

CO_Wendy says:
::Good thing... most Vulcans give her the willies::

CMOLinard says:
::sees the EO enter sickbay:: *CSO*: He's up and around....but judging from the way he's walking....he's still a little weak.

EO_Young says:
::sits down on a biobed and thinks::  *Scotti* is the warp core operational?

MO_Morgan says:
::motions to Young to at least sit down::

CMOLinard says:
::gets up and goes out to EO and MO:: MO: Everything ok here?

EO_Scotti says:
*Young*:  Only in my dreams

EO_Young says:
::begins to wonder if he should set up a temporary engineering station for himself in Sickbay::

FCO_Trnbl says:
TO:  Sir, if we can tune the shields into an exoskeleton instaed of the more traditional globe configuration, we can give 20 times the strength to our respective hulls.

CSOTriton says:
*CMO*: Fine he doesn't have to walk very far.  We need him to help engineering. Give him a commbadge please.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::wonders if the Captain is a full Vulcan...doesn't respond like one..:::

CNS_Tyler says:
::gives Misty a reassuring smile:: Misty:  I didn't know, I'm so sorry.  What about Thomas?

CMOLinard says:
*CSO*: Alright...but only for a little while...he still needs rest.

OPS_Letty says:
::when the ship doesn't collapse, he is relieved::

CSOTriton says:
TO: Could you verify the FCO's calculations please? You are our shield expert right now.

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at EO and than to CMO::: CMO: They will be.  He's worn himself out, but is insisting that he be allowed to go back to work. I told him only if you cleared it.

CMOLinard says:
MO: Give Ens. Young a computer padd to help the engineers....he's got a two hour time limit then I want him resting.

EO_Young says:
*Scotti* Maybe open the matter/anti-matter injector valves in the core...  and divert the energy to the shield emitters?   although ....

EO_Young says:
::smiles at Linard::  Thank you.

TO-Cutter says:
FCO:  Hmmm... let me run some simulations and see what happens.

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Mr. Letty i need you to give all power to the helm...the FCO will be flying some rough seas.

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Understood.  ::turns to Young: Young: But only 2 hrs!

FCO_Trnbl says:
TO:  Aye sir.

CNS_Tyler says:
<Misty> CNS:  No, Thomas is fine, He said he was going to help with the others.  Shandra was just too week, and she was sleeping near the wall.  She..  ::begins to cry::

OPS_Letty says:
CSO: Aye sir

EO_Scotti says:
*Young*:  Although?  I am looking for a nice vacation... perferably not floating in space.

MO_Morgan says:
::gets Young a padd and starts the timer::

EO_Young says:
*Scotti* You'll have to restore partial power to the reaction chamber.

CMOLinard says:
::smiles back at EO:: EO: Two hours......::grins::

CSOTriton says:
*EORDaen*: How long before you have a workable plan? I need an ETA...

OPS_Letty says:
::reroutes all available power to the helm::  CSO: ready sir.

EO_Scotti says:
*Young*:  Did I mention that the dilithium articulation frame has been destroyed?

EO_Young says:
::smiles at Morgan and looks away reluctantly....  picks up a PADD and interfaces it with the main computer core...   stands up and walks to a 'quiet' corner of sickbay to work::

CNS_Tyler says:
::holds Misty's hand:: Misty: You have been through so much... you told me about what had happened on Y'Sorpel and now this. Yet you hold your head high, and seem stronger for it.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
*CSO*: We're working with EO Young now, stand by for ETA.

CSOTriton says:
OPs: Now please begin moving the crew and passengers to the most secure areas of the ship...I can't gaurantee that our plan will work and I want to minimize casualties.

FCO_Trnbl says:
TO/CSO:  What do you think, Sirs?

CMOLinard says:
::whispers to MO:: MO: Make sure he doesn't overexert himself.

MO_Morgan says:
::watches Young settle down to work, turns and heads towards her desk::

TO-Cutter says:
FCO/CSO:  Sims all look good  ::shrugs:: Should work.

EO_Rdaen_ says:
EO S: They want an ETA. What do you think?

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles and whispers back:: CMO: I will.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::thinks he knows where he has seen that CNS before:::

CNS_Tyler says:
<Misty> CNS:  I'm stronger because I know she's not sick anymore, that she's in a better place.  ::smiles::  I just wanted you to know about Shandra.

EO_Young says:
::frowns:: okay....  *Scotti* Are you running on main power?   ::begins to wonder if he can get a transporter functioning and get him down there...::

CMOLinard says:
::grins at MO and heads back to her laboratory::

CO_Wendy says:
::crosses fingers::

EO_Scotti says:
EO R:  I think when we are done, I am going to insist on a new plaque for this room saying "here by miracle workers"

OPS_Letty says:
::leaves his seat and starts moving the people to the selected area::

CSOTriton says:
TO/FCO: Then make it happen ::feeds accumulated data to the CO for her review, notes that engineering is last piece of the puzzle::

EO_Scotti says:
*Young*:  Emergency and whatever else we could tie in.

OPS_Letty says:
::Finishes and returns to his seat::

		    <<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>



